Summer Programmes

France – Ecoles Formasup, Bordeaux
French with a Difference
French in a Bottle

The experience of a lifetime in the vineyards of Bordeaux.

We offer you to develop your knowledge in oenology through
guided tours of Bordeaux Châteaux, and to discover the subtlety
of our world famous wines. The tasting workshops will be held
by a professional oenologist.
"a complete programme that guarantees an intense week of
cultural and tourist interests"
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2 afternoon excursions (visiting chateaux) per week
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Course begins: every Monday
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Duration: 1 week, which can be combined (before or after)
any other type of course
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3 afternoon sessions at the 'Ecole du Bordeaux'
Levels: elementary to advanced
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Timetable: 9.00 to 12.00, Monday to Friday + afternoon wine
programme

"a highly accessible course, enriching both from a learning and
sporting perspective, set in a town that lives and breathes
“surf culture"
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Lessons: 20 general French morning lessons
10 surf lessons per week

Levels: beginner to advanced
Course begins: every Monday

Timetable: 9.0 to 12.00, Monday to Friday + 1.5 hours
afternoon surf lessons. Times are subject to change
according to weather conditions and tides.
G Duration: minimum 2 weeks with no time limit
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"combines guaranteed improvement in French with the
pleasure of perfecting your technique in your favourite sport
on one of the region’s most beautiful courses"
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Aloha to Lacanau !
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Connoisseur or amateur will delight in either an old-style
course with difficult roughs or in the technical variety and
diversity of the holes of the other one. Practice a nine-holes
courses by yourself or benefit from expert advices.
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Come and ride one of the most famous barrels of the World
Qualifying Series. On your board or on the shores, a
professional team will teach you the basis of this so cool but
nevertheless demanding sport.
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Enjoy golf on internationaly renowned courses.

Lessons: 20 general French morning lessons

Sea, French & Sun
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French with Golf

Lessons: 20 general French morning lessons
+ 10 golf lessons per week

Levels: beginner to advanced
Course begins: every Monday

Timetable: 9.00 to 12.00, Monday to Friday + 2 hour golf
lesson every afternnon at 14h00, Monday to Friday
Duration: minimum 2 weeks with no time limit
French
on a plate

Our talented Chef welcomes you for a very tasty trip around
the South West of France. Together reinterpret the French
Cuisine through lively and scrumptious workshops. Courses will
take place in a professional kitchen with all the utensils and
the professional advices at your disposal.
"combine learning the French language with discovering the
delights of French gastronomy"
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Lessons: 20 general French morning lessons
+ culture and gastronomy programme
Levels: elementary to advanced
Course begins: every Monday

Timetable: 9.00 to 12.00 , Monday to Friday, afternoons
according to programme
Duration: 2 weeks

